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authors.
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WHO’S GOT YA VOTE?
On Thursday April 7th, Betsy and Claire arrived at the DCGA Vice Presidential debate at 7:35 (we 
missed the Presidential one due to other obligations, sorry) hosted by Atticus Mueller. They were im-
mediately immersed in the self serious demeanor of the politicians in front of them. Here are some of 
our takeaways from the debate - 

Out of Context Quotes
 Mac
  “I didn’t make that happen”
  “I envision it having multiple people as the VP”
  “I had a couple of wii nights”
  “Hoppin’ on and meeting”
  “I go to Mamma Mia at midnight”
	 	 “In	three	to	five	years	I	wanna	come	back	and	hear	that	Mamma	Mia	is	still	
    going on, and I wanna hear that if the Burpees 24 hour show is still goin and if its 
    that weekend I’m there I would go for an hour”
	 	 “The	most	effective	way	to	make	something	happen	is	to	email”
 Faith
  “The red tape is intense” 
  “We don’t want to speak for her”
	 	 “We	want	to	run	and	do	a	damn	good	job”	
	 	 “Busy	as	hell”
  “Its happening Its happening Its happening”
	 	 “Like	you	said,	it	kind	of	fizzled,	inevitably,	because	you	were	abroad.	We	have		 	
	 			 		been	picking	up	the	work	where	you	left	off”
  “I wanna look at the Yik Yak”
 AJ
  “We’re taking up space”
	 	 “It’s	like	a	calculus	formula	goes	through	my	head”

 Betsy and Claire Internal Thoughts
	 	 “So,	does	everyone	running	for	VP	want	to	run	together?”
  “Mac is grassroots”

  NAME DROPS

Doing the Numbers: 27	people	in	attendance,	29	including	us	(Betsy	Wagner	and	Claire	Anderson),	
22	minus	two	presidential	candidates,	one	administration	member,	and	four	current	DCGA	senators

* Zora Whitfield * Tait Ferguson * My Predecessor (Whoever was previously policy chair) * 
DU Votes (Atticus & Jacob) * CAs * Campus Safety * DLOC * Stephanie Jackson (old Title 
IX coordinator) * David Rose (idk) * Mary Kate Kennedy (conduct) * MKK (Mary Kate 
Kennedy but more dope) * Beta Theta Pi * CLIC * Julie Tucker * Outlook * KAT COLVIN 
(in reference to stand up comedy event on the eve of people being sent home for covid) *
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POLITICIANS, ammiright?

-Betsy and Claire, actual reporters

Sometimes you 
run into the 

fray...

  

 BUZZWORDS SPOKEN
* Accountable * Avenues * Bureaucracy * Capacity * Chiller * Codified * Codifying * Collabora-
tion * Community * Context to the conversation * Constituents * Conversation * Cross-council-
collaboration * Culture * Dialogue * Dominate * Facet * Foster * Goals * Incentivise * Insti-
tutional knowledge * Institutionalize * Initiatives * Internally * Interpret * Legislating * Lived 
experiences * Outreach * Policy * Post Covid * Radical change * Redefining * Reform * Strategic  
* Unproblematic * 

INTERVIEWING PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Due to Claire and Betsy missing the Presidential Debate (we’re busy people, god damnit!) they felt 
that is was only right to let these public servants have a word on their debate and other important 
matters.

B+C: WHAT DOES BEING FERDA MEAN TO YOU?

B+C: HOW DID YOUR DEBATE GO?

B+C: WHAT ARE YOU LISTENING TO RN?

B+C: WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CLUB YOU ARE A PART OF?

B+C: WHAT IS YOUR LEAST FAVORITE CAMPUS ORGANIZATION? (NO EXPLANATION)

B+C: ARE YOU AFRAID TO CALL A MOSCOW MULE A MOSCOW MULE?

B+C: DO YOU THINK ADAM WEINBERG SHOULD START WEARING A TIE?

Maddy Murphy:	What	is	the	definition?	Stealing	
chipotle	mayo	from	slayter	(B+C:	doesn’t	endorse	
theft	tho)

Alex Pan:	Being	Ferda?	What	does	that	mean.	
Ferda?	Idk	why	the	first	thought	is	Ferda	people.	
I	mean	we	push	P	because	you	know?	...	it	would	
be	a	fire	ass	slogan,	and	I	think	for	the	most	part	
when	I	think	of	Pushin	P...	I’m	hearin	it	from	
Gunna,	and	I	have	no	idea	what	the	fuck	this	is,	so	
why	not	give	it	a	meaning?

MM: I think it went well, there’s no use in dwelling 
on	things	that	have	already	happened.	Interviews	are	
hard, man!

AP: I	think	it	went	nice,	you	know?

MM: Wind	ensemble	and	orchestra AP: If	I	were	to	say	one	thing	I	would	say	my	
fraternity	Phi	Iota	Alpha

MM:	Can	I	give	you	my	debate	hype	music?	“Get	
me	girl	powered	up”	“Might	Not	Like	Me”	by	Brin	
Elliot

AP: Damnnnnn	you	know	I’m	not	gonna	lie	I	did	
ramp	up	on	Gunna	right	before.	Like	honestly	I	
need	to	listen	to	the	song	where	my	slogan	came	
from

MM: At	University	of	Maryland	there	is	a	cabbage	
eating	club	and	I	think	its	so	stupid	(B+C:	Fake	out!)

AP: How	about	the	Bullsheet	(B+C:	SOOOOO	
FERDA)

MM:	That’s	a	good	question.	I	think	Moscow	Mule	
is	one	of	the	better	cocktails	out	there.	The	current	
state	of	international	affairs	should	not	take	away	
from how good that drink is

AP: What	is	a	Moscow	Mule?

MM:	Honestly	no,	I	like	the	casual	president	energy AP: I	think	that	he	doesn’t	have	to.

*Ellie, I loved the hair so much I just couldn’t delete it 


